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Editorial 

SWOV recently published its new 

four-year Programme 2003-2006 

and the opening article in this 

Issue of Research Activities gives 

an impression of the coming 

SWOV activities. The future asks 

for new efforts to further improve 

road safety, but only the past can 

reveal the trends and develop

ments in road safety as the article 

about Road Safety Developments 

in the Netherlands illustrates. 

ROAD SAFETY RESEARCH 

issue 23 September 2003 

Research Act \t,tles S pub Ished three times a year by SWOV 
hstltute for Road Safety Research In the Netherlands. 

SWOV Programme 2003-2006 
Road Safety Planning Office 
function introduced at SWOV 
A Road Safety Planning Office function is 

introduced in the Netherlands. SWOV will 

carry out the Planning Office tasks. Apart 

from executing the planning office function, 

SWOV will continue to carry out fundamen

tal and anticipatory road safety research 

over the coming years. 

In addition, SWOV will remain an active partner 

in international research. Knowledge dissemlna -

tlon and knowledge management continue to 

occupy an important place in the Programme 

20032006. 

Road Safety Planning Office function 

SWOV's Road Safety Planlllng Department Will 

survey and analyse road safety developments In 

the past and aim at explaining them In order to 

keep an eye on long-term road safety develop 

Inents, the department will sllnultaneously carry 

out research into expectations for future develop -

ments Not only tile baSIC traffic data w I1 be used 

when carrying out the explorations and analyses. 

but also the economiC, social, and demographic 

developments Will be taken into account. 

The Planning Department research will focus on 

four tasks: 

• Road Safety Analyses. reporting perrodically on 

the current road safety conditions, monitoring 

and explaining recent developments; 

• Analyses of external Influences: studying various 

backgrollnd conditions and developments in 

society that contnbute significantly to the present 

and future road safety situation (e g hOllsing 

and plannln j , socio-cultural Conditions, 

"Falling asleep at the wheel 
is something which could 
happen to any driver, of any 
age on any journey" 

(UK Road S afety Minister Davld Jam1eson) 
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demographical developments, econom'IC 

conditions . traffic and transport ; 

• Prognoses', making predictions of he develop

ment of road safety in the next decade, making 

use of time ser'es analysis of accident and 

exposure data and the results of 1I1e analyses 

of recent developments , of external influences . 

and impacts of potential road safety Interventbns; 

• Knowledge and information systems: the results 

of safety research are summarized according 

to the needs of decisionmakers and made 

accessible for them through the Knowledge 

Base on the web; basic data that are needed 

for SWOV research are collected from several 

providers and stored in internal databases. 

Anticipatory research 
In the coming years, SWOV's fundamental and 

anticipatory research will be carried out in ten 

different projects. 

The Road Safety Explorer 

SWOV has an important task in supporting policy 

makers and road authorities in making the right 

decisions · In order to be best-prepared for 

decision-making, it is essential to make the best 

possible estimations of effects and the costs of 

measures, and to choose the best method to 

select the most effective set of measures. In the 

past period this has led to the development of 

the Road Safety Explorer (WR) . The project 

Road Safety Explorer aims at a further Improve

ment of this method · 

Infrastructure and road crashes 

The project Infrastructure and road crashes aims 

to research the quantitative relationship between 

road infrastructure characteristics and road 

crashes using data to describe risk and expos

ure. The practical data may for instance be 

obtained from the WR. 

AnalysIs of speed, speed variation, and crashes 

This project has one of the most Important pro

blems of the present traffic safety issue as a key 

topic. The essential question is to which extent 

speed control can help improve traffic safety 

under specific circumstances. To answer this 

question a vision on speed limits is developed 

which will be used as a framework for further 

research into the links between (vanation on 

speed and road crashes. 

Measures for speed control 

The project Measures for speed control focuses 

on possibilities to reach the desired level of speed 

control. Optlmizlng police supervision is one of the 

possibilities, but other measures like Intelligent 

Speed Adaptation (ISA) are a60 Interesting. 

Choice of route In a road system 

ChOice of route h a road system concentrates 

on the possibil'ties of influenc hg a dnver's 

chote of route in such a way that the route con

forms to the demands of Sustainably Safe. One 

of the demands that must be met is that the 

shortest and the safest route must correspond. 

Recognizable layout and predictable behaviour 

Recognizable layout and predictable behaviour 

inves~gates in which manner the distinguishing 

features of the road and its environment can 

influence the identification of the road and the 

predictable traffic behaviour which is a result. 

The intention is to encourage safe behaviour and 

make unwanted (risky) behaviour less likely. 

Novice drivers and driver training 

Understanding, influencing and measuring 

'calibration' is the key issue in the project Novice 

drivers and driver training. In this project the term 

calibration is used to describe the balance 

between self-estimation of competences and 

judgement of the complexity of the dnving task. 

The understanding which is gained, will be used 

to develop teaching methods and dia 9lostic 

measuring instruments for the driver tral'l1ng. 

Effects of education and information campaigns 

The project Effects of education and information 

aims at optimizing education and information 

programmes. In order to make a reliable estimate 

of the safety effects of several kinds of programme, 

pilot programmes are set up and evaluated. 

Optimal investments 

In the project Optimal investments standard 

methods and reference data are developed 

which can be used for cost-benefit and cost

effectiveness analysis of a variety of traffic safety 

measures. The analyses can be used in different 

phases of decision making. 

Use of information in decision-making on traffic 

safety 

The project Use of information in decision-making 

on traffic safety consists of two parts. The first 

part co rterns the h fUence 0 f cooperation during 

he decislon-makhg process in reatlon to public 

acceptance on trafft; safety pol by. In the second 

part of the project , the relevance of traffic safety 

inte rests for the dec'sions on hvestments in road 

Infrastructure, IS investigated. 

Other activities 
Knowledge management 

The previous top ts do not cover the entire field 

of road safety. SWOV will actively gather, Interpret 

and update the knowledge w'thin four so -called 

'domains ': Road user, Veh'cle, Road, and 

Supporting Processes ~nformat'bn. In turn, each 

of these domains contains a large number of 

subjects. SWOV will regulary report the results 

within each of the doma'tls by means of literature 

studies and fac t sheets, 

International 

In the Programme 2003-2006, SWOV will also 

remain internat'bnaly act i,te. The work will 

generally be carr~d out in I'nternational projects, 

mainly within the EU. 

Knowledge dissemination 

The results of SWOV research are published in 

reports and articles. These reports are not only 

available in printed form but, since 2000, can be 

consulted and down loaded from the SWOV 

web site (www.swov.nl). The Knowledge Base 

can also be found there, providing all road safety 

professionals with an enormous amount of infor

mation. Finally, SWOV's library of 100,000 titles 

will also continue to expand. 

More detailed information about the SWOV 

Programme 2003-2006 is available in the Dutch 

language SWOV report R-2oo3-1 B. The report 

may be consu~ed and downoaded from the 

SWOV website WWw.swov.n1 Presently a bro

chure in the English language 5 being prepared, 

and on completbn will aso be published on the 

website. ~ 

Annual report 2002 on SWOV-website 
The year 2002 was a special year for SWOV. Not only did we celebrate our 40th anniversary, we 
also concluded the res earch penod 1999 aJo3 . In the annual report SWOV boks back not only 

on the eventful year 2~, but we also glV8 a ~rvey of all the SWOV research dbne over tre 

past four year re~arch penod. The annual report has been translated into EngrlSh and may be 

consulted on the EngfiSh part of the SWOV webSite. 

Symposium 
On December 2nd a sympo~um on police enforcement will be organised by the 4th Framework 

Programme ESCAPE consortium of 11 European countnes · The objecflves of the symposium are 

to communi cate and diSCUSS the main results of the large European ESCAF£ -proj8ct. Moreover, 

DG TREN , European Commss'lon, Will introduce the coming traffIC enforcement clirec trve Both 

the prOject and the draft dlrectwe Will be commented and discussed by invited speakers. TI'e 

symposium can be attended by a limited number of traffic enforcement expert& More Informaton 

about the Sjmpo ~'um and registration can be found on the SWOV website under News. 
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How to measure 
Sustainable Safety 

in practice 
Although there is sufficient information about planning and designing roads according to 

the principles of Sustainably Safe (in Dutch: Duurzaam Veilig), in practice the recently 

redesigned roads sometimes do not meet the Sustainably Safe requirements. 

-I.~ ... _ .. 
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This is. on the one hand. the result of making 

concessions to other aspects than Sustain ably 

Safe and. on the other hand. the loss of informa

tion in the course of concept implementation. 

For several years now. SWOV has been working 

on a computer program that can indicate to 

which extent a certain piece of the infrastructure 

meets the sustainably safe planning and design 

principles. 

By feeding in features of road segments and 

intersections. the sustainably safe level meter. 

named the DV-meter. can calculate the sustain

ably-safe level. With the help of the DV-meter. 

the non sustainably safe road features can 

already be detected in the planning and deSign 

phase and then be adapted before actually 

redesigning the road. 

This makes the DV-meter an Ideal instrument for 

road authorities. all the more because it can also 

be used for measuring the sustalnab y-safe level 

of the existing infrastructure. A road authority 

can thus see which parts of the Infrastructure 

need improving. 

The working of the DV-meter 

The DV-meter is a computer application w th a 

GIS (Geographic Information System) back

ground. The planning area is indicated by a top

ographical map with the road network superim

posed as an extra layer. By selecting a road or 

intersection on the map. a new window appears 

on the computer screen. For various parts. the 

existing road features can be selected in this 

window . The advantage of the DV-meter is that, 

because of the simplicity and user-friendliness of 

the program, everybody can feed in these fea

tures without having had a specific training. 

Within the DV-meter. the data fed in is tested 

against the desired sustainably safe road and 

intersection features. The assessment of all the 

Fatigue behind the wheel 
For a long time now, fatigue in traffic was mainly attributed to the time spent driving. 

It was believed that in a small country like the Netherlands distances are too short to 

cause fatigue. 

However, a literature study carried out by SWOV 

has shown that fatigue has a variety of causes. 

Too little sleep. a poor quality of sleep (e.g. slee

ping disorders or use of medicine) and time of 

day can alle cause tiredness. 

This means that fatigue behind the wheel does 

not only occur in countries where long distances 

are driven. but also in smaller countries like the 

Netherlands. Moreover, fatigue happens to both 

professional drivers and private drivers. 

Effects 

Tired drivers have a higher accident chance. 

Fatigue affects the driving skills in such a way 

that drivers steer less accurately and swerve 

more · Drivers also are less alert to a decrease in 

speed by the car In front or to Information from 

the envl'ronment. Mood and mot'IVcltion for safe 

driving deteriorate: drivers are easily irritated. 

It is very hard to determine the exact InfluenCe of 

fatigue on crashes happen hg. It !:; almost 

impossible to diagnose fatbue ~jectiveI Y. 

features then leads to a certain percentage of 

features that meets the sustainably safe 

requirements. 

The data can be fed in visually (using digital 

maps) as well as using tables. This can be done 

at various levels: 

• Road section or intersection level, 

• Category level. 

• Area level. 
On a digital map . all non sustainably safe roads 

and Intersections can be shown With a special 

colour. Furthermore, the DV- evel can be shown 

uSing different colour shades. 

Even better 

During the last year. a practical test of the DV

meter has been carried out. Based on this test. 

SWOV has Signalled a number of possible 

Improvements for optimal application of the DV

meter In future projects: 

• Including the accident database 'tl the DV
meter·. 

• Modifying the DV-meter to the pr~ent GIS 

standard tOsimplify the thl<ing with other. com

parable computer programmes; 

• The attributing of different weights to the fea

tures to apply the DV-meter more to the actual 

road safety situation. 

In the meantime, a start has been made with 

tuning the DV-meter to other programmes. After 

this, SWOV will examine the possibilities for 

introducing the other applications. 

Presently the DV-meter is undergoing mainte

nance. and the updated version is expected 

shortly. For information about the DV-meter and 

its availability, you can contact Sjoerd Houwing 

via e-mail: sjoerd.houwmg@swov.nl. ~ 

Several foreign sources of information, however, 

Indicate that fatigue contributes to about 10 to 

15°,6 of serious crashes. 

Measures 

The possibilities to remedy fatigue In traffic are 

limited until now. Information can make the 

private driver aware of the dangers of fatigue · 

For professional drivers there are rules and 

regulations they must adhere to. Applying and 

following these rules, as well as a broader safety 

culture must be stimulated in the entire transport 

branch. 

Technical aids to detect fatigue in a driver are 

expected In the future. These sy~ems can warn 

the dnver with sound signals . or even intervene 

by correcting the course of the car. These sys

tems are not SUitable for wi:le use in cars yet. 

The Dutch language report entitled 'Fatigue while 

driving; inventory of causes , effects and measures' 

(R-2003-16). can be consulted and downbaded 

via the SWOVwebsre http://wwwswov.'l . ~ 
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Emotions in traffic 
Most road users get irritated now and again in traffic. It is often possible to say what caused 

the irritation: there are enough Top-10 lists of traffic annoyances. But what about other 

emotions? Is one ever pleased when a trip has gone well? Or anxious when approaching a 

complicated crossroads? Or thankful when one is unexpectedly given right-of-way? And 

what is the effect on road safety? 

The subject "Emotions in Traffic" is part of a 

SWOV research programme over a number of 

years , This subject i rt:ludes var'bus pro i:lcts, two 

of which have recently been comp eted ' 

Emotion process 

One of the centra I quest'bns In the first project 

was: along which p !bcesses do emot bns in 

traffic occur? According to the emot'bn theory of 

Dutch psychologist Frijda, an influe rtial theory in 

the field of emotion research, the emotion process 

goes through a number of phases, The first phase 

is that of observat'bn, 'h wh bh one asks oneself: 

what IS happening? Then an eva Gatlon follows 

of what happened: ~ t hI; event tnportant for me? 

The evaluation leads to feelings of comfort or 

discomfort: do I rke this or no t? The ne xt step is 

an alteration of act"bn read hess: am I 'hclined to 

react to this event? 

Role of emotions 

Which specific emot'bn occurs depends on the 

positive or negat'lie fee Ihg, but also on other 

evaluations. Thus , anger occurs mostly if some

thing negative happens . 'f t te extent of control is 

high, and if there is somebody e ~e around that 

we can blame. The emotion theory of Frijda offers 

many leads for traffic psycholog't:al research in 

order to formulate relevant questions and find 

possible solutions. The literature stud ~ thus 

shows that specific emot bns such as anger, 

fear, guilt feelings, or enjoyment} occur in traffic 

and are related to safe and unsafe behaviour. In 

order to estimate the road safety re evance more 

precisely, it is necessary to study the ong'h, course, 

and behavioural effects of emotions 'h f affic. 

Diary 

That IS why, in a follow-up pro'sct, a number of 

specific features of emotions h trafft: were 

examined · For a period of one week, respondents 

were requested to keep a diary 'h wh bh, per 

journey/trip , they recorded deta i ~ of the journey 

and the emotions experienced. When recording 

the emotions they could choose from a list of 29 

descriptions of emotions which were later clus

tered in 6 types of emotions: pleasure, affection, 

surprise, anger, sorrow, and fear. 

The following features of these emotions were 

specifically studied: frequency of occurring, 

intensity, cause, and road safety effects, 

Results 

The most frequently reported emotions are pleasure 

(more than half of all emotions) and anger (nearly 

a quarter of all emotions) · In traffic, therefore, 

pleasure is more than twice as common as anger. 

Pleasure was experienced in ha f of al Journeys; 

anger in one-tn-five, The average intensity of the 

emotions is 6.3 (on a scale of 1 to 11:». More 

than half of the reported emotions wf5e caused 

by others; thiS was the strongest for 'surprise' 

and 'anger' , and the least strong for 'pleasure' . 

Hence, positive emotions (wlih the exception of 

affection) are less often caused b Y somebody 

Peter Levelt, Senior Researcher 

On average, people 

experience an emo 

tlon once every half 

hour In traffic I find 

this rather a lot · 

But what I find 

particularly stnklng 

IS that positive 

emotions, such as 

pleasure . are far 

more frequent than anger, This I hadn't expected'. 

the Idea that people mainly experience irniatlon 

has not been confirmed. It IS a fact, however, 
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else than negatve emot'bns, such as anger, 

h general , the idea is he l:l that road users become 

irritated at the smallest provocation In traffic. This 

study shows that in fact the positl'\43 emotions 

occur more frequentl y than negative emotions 

Causes and effects 

Emotions In traffic are not only caused by traffic 

related events. The study shows that the way 

one feels before the journey ~ just as important 

for the emotional state dunng traffic participation. 

Thoughts occurring dunng the Journey can also 

result in emotions. A small share of the emotions 

is caused by conversations or telephone calls. 

According to the respondents, in nearly half of 

the cases, emotions have an influence on road 

safety; either positive or negative. Anger, sorrow, 

and fear have on average a negative road safety 

influence; whereas pleasure and affection have 

on average a positive effect. It IS, however, stnk

Ing that almost every sort of emotion is some

times attributed a poslhve and sometimes a neg

ative road safety effect. 

Recommendations 

Now we know how often all sorts of emotions 

occur, time has come to look more precisely at 

causes and effects. How do emotions actually 

work, and what can be done to increase the 

positive effects and minimize the negative ones. 

The diary study is a good reference point for 

future research. An objective answer to whether 

particular emotions increase or decrease in fre

quency and/or intensity can only be given if this 

study is repeated periodically. When results are 

reported, any shift in emotions will become visible. 

Reports of both studies into emotions have been 

published: 'Literature study of emotions in traffic; 

Use and possibilities of an affective approach to 

trafft behaviour' (R-2002-31 l and 'Field study of 

emotions in traffic; Questionnaire study of fea

tures such as frequency. cause , and road safety 

effects' (R-2003-8). Both Dutch reports Include 

a summary in English and can be consulted on 

and downloaded from the SWOV website. ~ 

that both cyclists and pedestrians report pleasure 

more often than motor !lts and motorcychsts. 

What also surprised me 's that Of QIStS get angry 

so often . 21 /2tlmes more freque rtly than pedes

trians ,When walking , one seldom gets angry. 

As a psychologist it IS nice, for once . to see 

results that were neither predicted nor expected, 

What I find difficult to come to terms with IS 

that, in nearly lOo~ of the cases, anger has 

made a posliive contribution to road safety. 

I don t yet understand how that IS possible . 

The question :' What can we do With this for 

road safety? ' has not yet been answered in this 

study, but , happily, many Ideas for possible 

Intervention have made their appearance 



PhD projects in SWOV 

SWOV frequently cooporates with Universlties in the Netherlands by offering students the 

possibility to carry out their PhD research within a SWOV project or within a project SWOV 

takes part in. 

Presently, five PhD students from different 

universities work together with SWOV and their 

university on a variety of topics to complete their 

doctoral theses. 

Two projects are subprojects of the BAMADAS 

research program (Behavioural Analysis and 

Modelling for the Design and Implementation of 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems). The other 

projects study Elderly drivers, Emotions in traffic 

and Telematics and traffic safety. 

Elderly drivers 

Ragnhild Davidse combines her work for SWOV 

with writing her PhD-thesis at the University of 

Groningen. Her PhD-thesis is about the problems 

elderly drivers encounter in traffic and the possi

bilities of improving road safety for this group of 

traffic participants. 

Older adult car drivers form a group of road 

users that is getting more and more attention in 

road safety research and policy. An important 

reason for this growing interest is the increase in 

the percentage of seniors in the future population, 

and the increase of the number of senior drivers 

as a result of both the increasing percentage of 

driving license holders among the older adults 

and senior drivers continuing to drive actively 

longer than before. The attention for senior drivers 

is also based on a concern for the road safety 

Implications of a growing population of senior 

drivers 

Several studies have indicated that the typical 

accident of older adult drivers occurs while turning 

left at an intersection. To be able to prevent 

these aCCidents from happening, 1 is important 

to know which factors lead to the h"blvement of 

older adult drivers in this type of aCcident. 

Possible sources of causa I factors are the 

general characteristics of elderly drivers, the 

characteristics of Interseq bns and the co mpatl 

bility of these two sets of charactenstcs.l n this 

proJect, the focus is on the c Q-npatlbji ty of the 

task demands of turning left at an htersecflon 

and the characteristics of the dr"l\\:lr. The main 

questions are "what makes them In}compatible?" 

and "tow can we bring them closer togeth~? ". 

Determ Inants of emotions in traffic 

and their effects on driving-related 

performance 

Part of the work done within the SWOV prcject 

Emotions in traffic is a study carried out by .brteke 

Mesken, for her PhD-thesis at the University of 

Groningen. The project has its origins in two 

areas: traffic research and emotions research . In 

the context of traffic, the research that has been 

done on emotions has focussed mainly on en ge r 
and aggression . However no systematic reseaiC h 

has been carried out concerning the role of 

emotions, other than anger and aggression, h 
traffic. Emotion research mainly focusses on 

origins, processes, and functions of emotions 

An area that until now did not receive much 

attention is the effects of emotions on perfor

mance. Many studies dealt with the effect of 

moods on cognitive processing, but they 

focussed on general positive versus negative 

mood, and not on specific moods and emq lons. 

Also, these studies main y used laboratory tasks 

concerning judgement , Q-eativity or cognlltve 

flexibility. An area open to a wide range of 

research, is how specifiC emotions (e 9 . anger, 

sadness, happiness , pride , fear) Inf uence com

plex and real hfe task performance . rke dnvlng . 

The present Phd -project aim s to shed light 0 n 

this issue by literature research and by carryi rg 
out a series of experiments. 

Telematics and Road Safety from 

policy perspectives 

The project Telematics and Road Safety from 

policy perspectives is a PhD-study in collaboration 

With Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) and 

is carried out by Ellen Jagtman. 

Policy makers use critena to evaluate develop 

ments, possibilities and choices. These criteria 

do not yet exist for Intelligent Transport System 

(ITS) applications, but they are of great 

importance conSidering the deve bpments of 

applications like intelligent speed adaptation 

(ISA) or advanced cru'se control (ACC). 

This project aims to design these cnieri3. or at 

least give the initial impetus to an effective for 

mu�ation of the criteria. The fact that accident 

data do not yet exist because the apphcations 

are relatively new and developments are uncer

tain, complicates the project. 

The present ITS developments are mainly initia

ted by industry and are usually aimed at one 

particular type of accident or factor. Head-tail 

collisions, alcohol interlock or speed adaptation 

are obvious examples.The effects on other road 

users, traffic and traffic safety are rarely conside 

red in the developments. In this project these 

effects play a part whenever they are important 

for weighing up the pros and cons at the level of 

policy making. 

In the course of the project, the HAZOP method 

(HAZard and OPerablity method, originally used 

In the chemical industry) was adapted for traffic 

safety. A HAZOP systematically descnbes an 

intended process by weighing all parameters, 

possible deflections and con !'equences. The 

method IS used in a top-down model which 

describes problems at different levels of govern -

ment, and has thus become a tool in selecting 

the most effective of a number of measures 

Testing operational models and beha

vioural assumptions included in driving 

Nina Drag 4 inovic who is writing her thesis at TU 

Delft, works on the project called TOMAS (Testing 

Operational Models and Behavioural ASsuptions 

Included in DriVing), which is one of the six projects 

which are part of the BAMADAS programme, two 

of which are carried out in cooperat on With SWOV 

BAMADAS focuses on the interactIOn between man 

and machine when advanced dnver assistance 

systems (ADAS) are used (Continued on page 6) 

o Ragnhild Davidse @ Jolieke Mesken 

@) Ellen Jagtman 0 Nina Dragutinovic 

o Maura Houtenbos 
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(continued from page 5) 

Much research and development focuses on an 

increas'tlg van'ety of ADAS to be introduced in 

road trafft, These systems l'n\Olve the assistance 

and/or a Ltomation of various basic driving tasks 

(vehicle following, lane keeping, lane chang hg, 

proper speed keepl'ng) based on modern tech

nology, Although there are s one expectations 

(assumptions) towards the influence of ADAS on 

drive r behaviour already, there are still many 

uncertainties about their true effects, Project 

TOMAS aims to investigate the consequences of 

ADAS for behaviour with respect to the behaviour 

that drivers display in Interaction with ADAS, with 

each other and with the road infrastructure 

environment , Knowledge about behavioural 

consequences and conditions for acceptance by 

the driver are considered crucial for the imple

mentation of ADAS in the society, 

Mode lling Interaction Behaviour in 

Driving 

Maura Houtenbos 's also writing her thesis at the 

lU Delft and she works on the project called 

ASTIM (Advanced Safety Criteria Specification 

by Traffic Interact bns Modelling), It is the second 

subproject of the BAMADAS program carried 

out in coopelat'on with SWOv. Most research on 

traffic behaviour has focused on the individual road 

user, Thus, most models of driving behaviour have 

been developed tak hg the perspective of one 

individual road user, Howe \El r, interaction situations 

always Involve more than one road user, 

Furthermore, most Interact'ons invove time 

constraints, Thus, road u S3rs' expectations of the 

interaction situation must play a role 'n the inter

action process, This study aims to achieve a more 

detailed understanding of Interact bn behaviour 

Road Safety Developments 
in the Netherlands 

Each year, SWOV analyses the road accident data in order to identify trends and to offer 

explanations. The analysis shows that over the last few years there has been a clear 

reduction in the number of road deaths in the Netherlands. 

The number of In-p ~ ents also decreased, but 

far less rapidly, The policy that was aimed at 

sustainably safe traffiC seems to be effective, 

However, extra efforts are necessary to ensure 

this wlil continue in the future , 

Real number of casualties 

With respect to accident data, SWOV has 

repeatedly carried out projects concern ing their 

completeness and representativity, Togeth~ with 

AW (the research body of the ministry of 

Transport) and CBS (the Dutch Central Bureau of 

StatistiCS) these efforts resulted in a cam blned 

approach to calculate the so-called rea I numb~s 

of casualties, as from 1996, 

Real number of fatalities 

Until a few years ago, it was assumed nat the 

numbers of traffic fatalities and fatal a CQdents as 

recorded by police were accurate Then the results 

of a CBS-study were published, covering the 

year 1996 ,indicating that even these numbers 

were incomplete, In the study data from three 

different sources were compared: police regis

tration, cause of death statistics, and juridlca I 

data concerning deaths -An extra 7% to 8°6 

road fatalities complYing wlih the definition used 

by the police (i.e ,died as result of a traffiC 

acCident, on a Dutch public road ,and within the 

J) LJay limit} were detected, 

This study also showed that completeness of 
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'n traffic and develop a model, which descnbes 

the interaction process but includes more than 

one road user, Aspects of the interaction situation 

road users use to form their expectations are 

also investigated, Eventually, when a model has 

been developed which adequately describes the 

interaction process, it will be used to assess the 

strengths and weaknesses of road users in this 

process, Subsequently, the impact of (potential) 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) on 

the interaction process can be assessed, 

More information about BAMADAS can be 

found on the website 

http://www .bamadas.tbm.tude/ft.n//~ 

the anginal pal te ~gls ration of fatalities differs 

with respect t Otype of road user, 

Underregistrahi:m of fatally injured cyclists is the 

highest (about 15°6), while for most types of 

motor vehce fatality underregistratlon is clearly 

less then average, 

Since then, CBS and AW annualy pub fISh these 

numbers as the official number of (traffic}fata~iies 

and some tabes (the distribution of type of road 

user, age, sex, etc,) are presented as well, 

In practice, the less complete registered numbers 

of fatalities are often still used for t ine series and 

other analyses, since the real numbers only repre

sent the years since 1996, and do not cover all 

possible distributions, 

Real number of hospitalized 

It has long been known that the reg'stered I1Jmber 

of hospitalized based on police ~g ~trat bn l; far 

lower than the real number of 'h-patients, ThiS 

fact was established by at least two independent 

sources: regular enquines and data from the Dutch 

national hospital data registration, called LMR 

(an continuous registration, owned by Prismant, 

an organisation working In the field of public health), 

To establish the real number of hospitalized, 

SWOV has carried out several studies in which 

data from both poliCe registration and LMR were 

statistically linked (matched) -

Average completeness of the police registration 

appears about 60°,6 ,Here also, we see large 

differences with respect to type of road user, as 

well as colliSion type Casualties from traffic acc 1-

dents including motor vehlc es, are far better 

registered than those Including non-motorvehlcles, 

The lowest degree q registration is found for 

hospitalised G,lcllsts from s hgle-vehicle accidents , 

Based on these studies . SWOV developed a 

method to CSlculate the real number of 

hospitalized, based on both the LMR-data and 

the registered number, The method is used by 

AW to determ he the number of Injuries, 

The real <nnual numbe r of h o!jJltalized traffiC 



casualtles is about 18,000 (wh le the registered 

number is less then 12,000). The data concer

ning the real number of hospitalized IS only 

available for a restricted n Ltnber of van abies and 

distributions, starting from 1985 up till now. For 

time series covering a longer period, and analyses 

on other variables, the registered numbers are 

stili often used. It 's clear that the results of those 

analyses should be used with care, considenng 

the 400~ average incompleteness, and the extra 

underrepresentation of cyclists. 

Fatalities and r'\sk 

The last few years, the real annual number of 

traffic deaths in the Netherlands is slightly under 

1100, while the reg'stered number is a ready 

under 1000. After a huge peak of more than 

3250 road deaths in 1972, the number has 

decreased steadily. S'nce 1950, the number of 

motor vehicle kilometres has increased by a 

factor 19. The death ratel:ieaths per billion 

vehicle kilometres) has decreased by a factor 20 . 

This is illustrated in the graph. 
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Sustainably safe 

It is actually too soon for an adequate evaluation 

of recently taken Sustainably Safe measures such 

as 'Moped on the Carriageway' and 'Priority Cyclists 

from Right' . In spite of this, the number of moped 

casualties seems to be declining since 1999. 

Sustainably Safe has also resulted in a regional 

enforcement policy, with many more police traffic 

controls· This became clear from an extremely 

large increase in the number of traffic offences, 

mainly for speeding. A positive road safety effect 

is certainly to be expected from thiS if motorists' 

speeds really do get lower. The eva uat bn of the 

effect of these and other related enforcement 

activities is part of a current SWOV study. 

Result of sustainably safe policy 

On balance, we maintain that there are certain 

indications that Sustain ably Safe, which made 'ts 

entry in the 1990s, has had its results. We con

clude this from the current faster dec Ine in accl'

dents and casualties than in the early 1990s. 

Apart from the measures mentioned ear ler, we 
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Fluctuation of Motor vehicle k'lometres, Road deaths and Death rate In the penod 1950-2000 

Short term prognosis 

DUring the last seven years there has been a 

more rap'!::l decrease in the number of road 

deaths and death rate than the average for the 

last two decades (see tab e). Th'S IS good rews, 

especia It f 't means meet'ng the road safety 

target (which stili is 750 deaths in 2010 ). us·ng 

our own prognosis model .SWOV has calcu eted 

that in 2010 there will be about 625 deaths, pro -

viding that the death rate cant hues to decrease 

by more than 5 .9oper year (as li has dur'ng the 

last few years 1 To achieve th s, efforts cont'nue 

to be necessary. The p !:ture looks less br'ght for 

the in-pat ilnts; with the present inslghts . the tar

get of 14,000 in-parents 'h 2010 does not seem 

achievable. and much "bre effort is essential. 

Penod Average annual fatality-risk change 

1985-2000 -4,8706 

1985 -1990 

1990-1995 

1995-2000 

-4,5906 

-2,B8°6 

-7,1006 

advise the sustainably safe redesign of the urban 

and rural roads to further reduce the number of 

victims. This will result in a limited number of 

recognizable road types that 'invite' appropriate 

safe traffic behaviour. The application of round

abouts instead of regulated crossroads, the 

introduction of traffiC calming 30 km/h areas, 

and other areas with a speed reduction are good 

examples. Motorways, and now through-roads, 

were already recognizable road types. The main 

features (a strict division of driving directions, no 

crossroads, only motor traffic) remain a guarantee 

for a traffic distribution that is as safe as pass ible. 

Although the further sustainably safe redesig n of 

the Nether !inds road network sti I needs muc h 

liwestment, the decreas'hg death rate ach'eved 

up tin now prov tJes an emphat i: I i-d'catlon th at 

such 'Investment !; worthW'iile. 

The Dutch-language SWOVreport R-2003-15, The 

road safety h the Netherands up to 20CP; AnalYSIS 

of see, reture, and deveb r:ments, can be CDnsu!too 

and down loaded from the SWOV webs 'te. ~ 
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ADVISORS completed 
Method for comparing new technologies with each other is ready-f~-use 

Telematics applications in cars are no 

longer futuristic, they have become reality. 

New, luxurious cars are already, as a stan

dard, equipped with navigation systems, 

advanced cruise control, and other gadgets. 

The manufacturers state that they have a 

positive influence on road safety, driving 

comfort, and fuel consumption. 

In the four-year EU project ADVISORS, the various 

systems were examined to determine whether 

they really do support the driving task and have 

a positive effect on road safety, road capacity, and 

the environment. ADVISORS was completed this 

spring. 

Project 

The ADVISORS project, in which various partners 

from 10 EU countries cooperated, and of which 

SWOV was coordinator, has provided a frame

work for the evaluation of all Advanced Driver 

Assistance Systems (ADAS) as to their effects on 

road safety and the environment. Special attention 

was paid to the influence of the various systems 

on driving behaviour. Finally, study was made to 

determine the most desirable implementation 

scenario. This included specifying which actions 

needed to be undertaken , and which parties 

should be Involved. 

Publications 
Most SWOV reports are written in Dutch but 
they all include an English summary. Below is 
a selection of reports that have recently been 
published by SWOV. Records of all SWOV 
reports that were published from 1980 onward 
can be found on our website (www.swov.nl). 
Reports that were published in or afte r the 
year 2000 can be downloaded free of charge. 

Cooperation In decision-making about the 
cons tructlon of 60 km/h areas 
A resoorch design 
C.A Bax, dr. I.M A M · Prbpper (Partners+A'bpper) 
& B.P.E.A. Litiens {P OTtners+Prtipper} R-2003-6. 
42 + 3 pp. € 11;25 In DutCh). 
Description of a rese arch deSign for a stLt! y of the 
relat'lon betwe en the coor;er ation of p ollOf parties 
during the deds'on-making and the deCISiveness of 
the pohcy determined. With th'ls PJrpose, the study 
is alined at the decision-mak'11 g cOo ut th e con -
structlon of 60 krnlh areas In bOlOughs. Study will 
be made of how the co cp erat Ion between the 
various parties involved effocts the effectiveness, 
effiCiency. and ambit I on I eVe! of the event ually 
determined pohcy. In order to ga'n 'nsght into this 
relation, the manner and extent of cooperation are 
described, as well as the res Llt s of the cooperation 
and any conditlonln g or o.m st anoes . 

Field study of emotions in tr affic 
Questlonna'te study of foo tures ruch as freq.Jency. 
cause, and road safety effects 

Effects 

Useful information about the effect on traffic flow 

and air pollution of some systems was obtained 

from simulation studies. Adaptive Cruise Control 

(ACC) systems did result in a better traffic flow 

and an increase in road capacity at low speeds · 

This effect was not found in Intelligent Speed 

Adaptation (ISA) systems, but they did result In 

less air pollution. 

Preferences 

The project provided a great deal of information 

about drivers ' preferences. No broad acceptance 

is to be expected from systems in which the 

values are set beforehand and cannot be 

influenced by the driver. Systems that interfere 

with driving behaviour also lead to more resistance 

than systems that provide the driver with infor

mation, or systems that give a warning signal 

when a particular border value is exceeded. 

For example, it has been shown that systems 

which warn the driver if he/she has falls asleep 

are highly regarded, especially by those drivers 

whose driving was very risky at that moment. 

Implementation 

The study of the most desirable implementation 

scenario showed that each system requires its 

own introduction. The introduction of the various 

Or PB.M. Levelt. R-2003-8. 52 + 26 pp . € 12,50 
(In Dutch) 
In thiS study, a search IS made for an answer to the 
ques~on of how often emotions In traffc occur In road 
users IMth different modes of transport: per journey 
and time on the lOad. 
The role of other peope as cause of emotions, or as 
'object' that emotions are aimoo at, was also studied 
Furthermore, a study was made of where the cause 
ties, and how road users estimate the strength of 
emotions and if they Ldge the consequences of 
them as safe or unsafe 

Road Safety in the Netherlands up to 2002 
Analysis of size, nature, and developments 
Ir L T.B. van Kampen {ed.}. R '2003 -15. 100 pp. 
€ 15 c (In Dutch) 
An analYSIS of the developments in the numbers of 
road deaths and accidents In the Netherlands, up to 
the year 2002. Trends, backgrounds, and explana ' 
tlons are described . 

Fatigue behind the wheel 
Inventory of causes, effects and measures 
I N.L.G. van Schagen R 2003 '16 .42 + 3 pp. 
€ 11,25 (In Dutch). 
Also in the Netherlands there IS an increasing 
awareness that driVing while tired IS an important 
factor in the occurrence of road accidents This Iter 
ature study alms at providing an overview of th e 
knowledge and insights about the relation betw €en 
fatigue and road safety 
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systems requires attention in driving lessons in 

order to standardize operation and the possibilities 

of adapting the values . It is of great importance 

that international governments and manufacturers 

cooperate on these pOints. 

Method 

ADVISORS has prov tied a method for describing 

the whole course that has to be covered to deter

mine what the expected effects of a system are · 

The method involves, among other things, a risk 

analysis, a multi criteria anai }Sis, together with various 

performance and measunng I'ndicators for the 

various phases of the of the course. Criteria have 

also been determined , by means of which can be 

laid down whether or not a certain performance falls 

Within acceptable margins · USing th ~ method, it has 

been made simpler to compare the various systems 

with each other. It can also g've a better under

standing of the declslon-mak'hg and the choice of 

installing a particular system. The method is also 

very usable for other technological developments. 

You can find more information about ADVISORS 

on the website: http://www.advlsors.iao.fhg.de. 

On this website the final report may also be 

consulted. ~ 

Some behavioural effects of non-compulsory 
(beycle) lanes on narrow, rural roads 
Ir. R.M. van der Kooi & ~. A. Dijkstra. R-200317. 
34 + 2 pp. € 10.45 (In DutCh). 
The unifonnity of rural access roads ccu Id be Improved 
by introdUCing a middle carriageway breadth for 
motor vehicles. Its marking consists 0 f broken lines 
The rest of the space consists of two edge markings 
{sometimes in red asphalt} and is meant for cyclists. 
We call such lanes 'non·compulsory (bicycle) lanes ' 
This report contains a study of tralfc Situations on 
roads where there was originally no such area and 
later did have one (before-and-after studies) · 

Towards a Czech Road Safety Information 
System 
A feasibility study 
S. de Craen & F. Wegman. 0 2003 3. 16 + 1 4 !=p. 

€ 8,75 (In English). 
Feasibility study into the successfu tnplementation 
of a Road Safety Information System 'In the Czech 
Republic 

SWOV-programme 2003-2006 
Research, knowledge management and knowledge 
dissemination 
R-2003-18 57 pp (Entirely In DutCll .no English 
summary) 
The programme oontains a survey of the SWOV 
aqL;lties in the four-year period 20032006. 
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